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JOHANNESBURG HOME

The allure of this Georgian-style home is 
that no small detail has been overlooked

Beautifully
EMBELLISHED
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G
ER The details are not 

just the details. 
They make the 
design,” said the 
late Charles Eames, 

an American architect and furniture 
designer. The owners of this timeless 
double-storey home couldn’t agree more. 

While visiting one of Chesham 
Construction’s signature Georgian-style 
properties, they noted developer Greig 
Vickers’s astute eye for detail in everything 
from the classic waist-high panelling in 
the hallway to the custom cabinetry in the 
kitchen. Soon afterwards they enlisted  

OPPOSITE PAGE: Situated between the formal living and dining rooms, the light-filled 

garden room is a relaxed space overlooking the pool. The coffee table is from Cécile and 

Boyd’s and the carved chair is from La Grange Interiors. The scatter fabrics are March 

Floral Vintage from Mavromac (centre) and Ralph Lauren’s Moon Beach and Cadet Broad 

Stripe from St Leger & Viney. The driftwood lamp bases are from Cécile and Boyd’s 

and the turquoise vases are from Norick Interiors. THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP 

LEFT:  “A classic Georgian-style home doesn’t date, but it’s a difficult look to get right 

because there’s an incredible amount of attention to detail,” says Greig, whose company 

Chesham Construction handled everything from the building work to the landscaping.

  Dark wood pieces add a masculine edge to the feminine colour palette of the formal 

living room. The armchairs are upholstered in Casamance’s Palencia from Hertex Fabrics. 

The occasional table and standard lamp are from T&Co. The coffee table is from Farriers. 

 As you step into the impressive double-volume entrance hall, a mass of white orchids 

atop an antique table draws your eye to the garden room beyond. The sculpture is by 

Cape Town artist Lionel Smit and the silver bowl is from One on One.
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his help in building their new home in 
one of Johannesburg’s northern suburbs.

Once construction was underway, the 
owner, armed with a scrapbook of ideas, 
started the search for a decorator. “My 
brief was to create an elegant, but liveable 
family home that incorporated a few of 
the latest trends,” she recalls. “I wanted 
to combine the relaxed feel of a French 
country look with the sophistication 
of a traditional English scheme.”

Besides her comprehensive portfolio, 
it was decorator Robin Widdop’s bubbly 

personality that set her apart from the 
five other candidates who were considered 
for the job. As a former textile designer 
who studied fine art, Robin has a 
flair for layering different fabrics and 
textures, something which is evident in 
this house; attractive prints and subtle 
wallpapers have been teamed with tactile 
upholstery fabrics to add interest to the 
predominately muted colour palette 
of neutrals, soft greys and blues. 

To find the ideal furniture and 
accessories for each room, Robin and the

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT:  Robin has created stylish tableaux in various 

hallways in the house. The console table is from G2 Furniture, the lamp bases are from Cécile 

and Boyd’s, the candleholders are from The Gatehouse and the wooden horses and mirrors 

are from Julian Décor.  A warm red and blue rug from the lounge in the owner’s previous 

home was added to punch up the kitchen’s predominantly white colour scheme. Robin 

found the dining chairs at Sutherlands Home Furnishing and had them paint techniqued. 

The light fixtures are from One on One.  Bird napkin holders and a wooden horse add 

a whimsical touch to the formal table setting. The table linen is from Mungo Design and 

the water jug is from T&Co.  The powder room is dressed up with Casadeco’s Amboise 

wallpaper from Halogen International and an ornate mirror from La Basse-cour.
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With its panelled, mirrored wall and vibrant red carvers, the dining room has 

a dramatic persona; it’s a space used frequently by the owners who enjoy 

formal entertaining. The striped fabric on the dining chairs is Vladimir from 

Hertex Fabrics and the carvers are covered in Andrew Martin’s Motcomb Damask 

from Halogen International. The curtain fabric is Fiorette from Mavromac. 
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THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT:  The contemporary chair in the study was on 

the owner’s ‘must-have’ list – it’s been upholstered in Andrew Martin’s Schumann from 

Halogen International for added pizzazz. The leather-topped desk is from G2 Furniture and 

the contemporary rug is from Paco.  Antonina Vella wallpaper from Halogen International 

gives the seating area in the study a glam feel. “Using wallpaper on a feature wall instantly 

gives a room a focal point; it’s also a good way to incorporate some of the latest trends,” says 

the owner. The prints are from Handmade Frames by Francois, the standing lamp is from 

Cécile and Boyd’s and the sculptures are by Marieke Prinsloo-Rowe.  A large upholstered 

headboard contributes to the plush feel of the master bedroom. The ottomans are covered 

in Highland Court’s Delaney and the scatters are Highland Court’s Fleur, both from Halogen 

International. The wallpaper is Today Interior’s Grosvenor from St Leger & Viney. The side 

table is from Farriers and the lamp base from Cécile and Boyd’s. OPPOSITE PAGE: Positioned 

in the middle of the palatial master bathroom, the bath is highlighted by a glittering 

chandelier from T&Co. The occasional chairs were painted gold to tie in with the opulent 

mirror from La Basse-cour and upholstered in gold faux leather as it’s water-resistant.

owner embarked on a lengthy shopping 
spree scouring various stores around the 
country. “It’s important that a home 
reflects the people who live there – you’re 
not going to create an individual look by 
buying everything in one shop,” she says.

Careful attention was also paid to the 
choice of rugs and artworks – something 
which Robin believes are essential 
elements in any home. “Without rugs 
to anchor your furniture it can appear 
to ‘float’ in the space, while art adds 
character to a room,” she explains.

From one of Lionel Smit’s larger-than-
life portraits in the double-volume  
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To get this
look, see
page 93.

entrance hall to a quartet of Louise Black’s 
bird sketches in the powder room, this 
home is a veritable gallery filled with work 
by some of South Africa’s top artists. “You 
shouldn’t buy an artwork just because it’s 
an investment, but rather because it’s a 
feel-good piece. The art in our home 
mirrors our personalities,” says the owner. 

With the entire project taking around 
a year to complete, the owner has no 
regrets about building a home from 
the ground up. Her advice is to budget 
a little extra for finishing touches like 
decorative ceiling roses and crown 
moulding. “At the time it may seem 
like an unnecessary expense, but 
small details add such value to 
the end result,” she smiles.   

ABOVE LEFT: The owners’ teenage son’s 

bedroom has a maritime theme. Adorned 

with compasses, the wallpaper is Casadeco’s 

Nautic from Halogen International. The 

bedside pedestals and lamp bases are from 

Cécile and Boyd’s. The headboard is covered 

in Malabar’s Tinkareni from Halogen 

International. ABOVE RIGHT: The feminine 

shape of the owners’ existing bed was the 

jumping off point for the guest bedroom’s 

blue and pink scheme; it was reupholstered 

in Blooms from Halogen International. The 

side table was found at La Basse-cour and 

repainted. The wallpaper is Sanderson’s 

Braided Stripe from St Leger & Viney.


